
Loading a ship

When loading a shíp we have severalauxiliary problems to consider. How much oilwe have to
load? In which compartment shall we stow it and why? The answerto these questions demand
considerable calculation and work involved.

All ships, are subjects to the International Load Line Regulation and each shipr capable of
carrying a certain number of tons of deadweight while conforming to these rules. When a ship is
built, a load register is assigned to her by the appropriate assigning authority. In the case of
British ships the assigning authorities are the Ministry of transport and Loyd's register. This load
line is cut on the ship's planting on either said amidships. Draft marks are cut on either bow and
on each side of the rudder post and, in some ships, in the vicinity of load line.

A mass of information based directly on the ship's load line and her carryíng capacity in certain
conditions of loading this data is laid out on a Capacity Plan by the builde/s drawing office staff,
and more information concerning the vessel's stability particulars is incorporated in the drawing
of her displacement curves.

The most important information is that which concerns the drafts and freeboards to which the
ship may be loaded to conform to the various marks on her load line.

The freeboard the verticaldistance between her water line and the upper edge of uppermost
continuous deck and the ship's draft is the distance between her water line and her keel. For a
particular ship the summation of a draft and its appropriate freeboard will always be a constant
figure and is figure is know as the draftfreeboard constant.

This is not all we have to know. How many tons must we have on board the ship to sink her to
each one of these marks? The tonnage actually on board at any time, excluding fixed equipment
and boiler water is know as the shiy's deadweight at that time. The displacement tonnage which
is the combined weight of the ship and all her contest, is also given for each mark. This data
appears on the capacity plan. More complete information, covering the range of draft
freeboards deadweight and displacement tonnages from light to load condition, is given on the
displacement curve on a separate drawing.

The load line regulation stipulate to which mark she may be loaded in particular arpas at
specified periods of the year. A chart drawn on Mercato/s projection defines thosé areas and
the periods of time during which the different load lines are operative. This chart must be
consulted before making any estimate of the deadweight tonnage which the ship may have on
board leaving her loading port. lf the ship passes through different areas we have to consider
her consume of bulk, fresh water and stores, because when she enters one area must have
the determinate draft.



Having consulted the draft deadweight particularc we can estimate the total deadweight which the ship
must have on board, leaving port. This cannot be all cargo because part of the deadweight consists ok
bunkers, stores, boiled , water and domestic water. The quantities of each of these can be calculated
before and their total, subtracted from the total deadweight, will indicate the tonnage of cargo which
must be carried.

It is important to know that the vital point is to load the ship to her correct freeboard. For reasons which
we will be discussed shortly the is not always strictly accurate and the measurement of freeboard at the
amidships point is the controlling factor in the completion of loading.

Covering the loading of several cargoes, it may transpire that a particular loads light of her scale
deadweight or in excess of it, and when a good average figure is known this should be allowed for in
making the original estimate cargo to load.

Loading is completed by keeping a close watch on the load line and nothing the decreasing freeboard as
the last tank to complete the cargo is filling up. Previous estimates of quantity will have indicated how
many tons are required in the last tank to complete the cargo, and as this quantity is approached the ship
should sink gradually to the correct freeboard

The freeboard is the basic element but it is important too , not to load less cargo that the ship can carry.
The two facts of freeboard and deadweight must be consider together. Occasion will arise when due to

stress of water or other causes, it became impossible to observe freeboard accurately. At such time it is
imperative to know the ship's characteristics for only thus will it be possible to load the correct tonnage
of cargo so that she will be neither overloaded nor earning less her maximum freight by carrying less
than she is permitted to do.

It is now necessary to decide where the oil is to be disposed. The officer in modern is fortunate in that
questions of maintaining positive metacentric height, and thus stable equilibrium, do not concern him to
the same degree as they do his colleague in a dry cargo vessel. An oil tanker floating light has a
coniparatively large positive metacentric height. That is the position of ship's centre of gravity is well
below the transverse- metacentrer.

The greatest hazard to a tankerJs stability consists in the free-surface effect inherent in such large
quantities of liquid but the free-surface effect is reduced by the design of the ship, by longitudinal
bulkheads and the effect of girders at the top of center tanks. Of much greater 

Tncern 
to the officer is

the question of stress and strain involve in placing particulars weights in various $osition into the hull.
The tanker has no inner bottom the share the load, and her cargo carryíng compartments occupy an
almost unínterrupted potion amounting to two-third of the ship's length. Badly place weight results in
excessive stress and resultant stray and distortion, and the question of tri must always be considered
carefully. lt's easier trim a tanker badly than a cargo ship. lt might be said with equal truth it is easier to
trim her welf but when placing weights to trim the ship we must never forget the local effect those

weight are going to have upon the structure. We must consider both problems together. 
t

When studying trim and stability we are taught to consider the ship as a beam. But the beam which we
consider is a very long one indeed and it possesses more flexibility than builde/s plank placed astride q

trestle. The ship beam is subject to internal stresses resulting from the weight placed whit in it.



Further comprications in pracing the cargo arise when more than one grade of cargo is to be carried at the

sametimes.Tanksmustbese|ectedwhichwil |containthecorrecttonnageofeachgrade,andthese
tanks must be so serected that the risk of contamination of one grade to the other is reduced to a

rninimum.Whereverispossib|e,pumprroomsofcofferdamsshou|dseparatethegroupsoftanks
containing different types of oir and consideration must be given to the manner in which each parcel is to

be roaded and discharged so that pumps and pipe rines do not, themserves, become contaminated'

At this stage we must ensure comprete understanding of the ."rms used is rongitudinar stability' for the

work now begin approached demands constant reference to them and repeated use of the figures they

represent.ThemostimportantaretheinchtrimmomentorMTCI;thetonspercmimmersion
abbreviatedinTPC;andthecentreofflotationortippingcentre'

TheMTC1isdefineasthemomentinm*tonsrequiredtotr imtheshipoft.cm.

Tpr is the number of ton required to sink the ship of one cm'

c. of F. is he fulcrum about which the ship ,,beam" rotates; it is located on the waterline but may or may

notbeattheamîdshipspoint.| tsposit ionaltersconstant|ywithchangesofdraftandtrim.


